
Religions of the West; Christianity, Judaism and Islam, all 
have a legacy of teaching an “End Times” of destruction 
for the world must precede global peace. 

But can the greatest good only be realized, after we 
experience the greatest evil? Even in the secular vision 
of Star Trek, World War III is unavoidable before human-
ity can unite the Earth.

Will the last battle lead us to a world at peace, free of 
tyranny with humanity finally united by a universal re-
ligion into one family as citizens of the global country? 
In a world of weapons of mass destruction, this violent 
path into harmony seems highly unlikely. 

than keeping it inside as a movie on the big screen 
where it belongs, so our civilization can remain intact.

And perhaps it’s possible that our right handed civiliza-
tion is not doomed to a final judgement of self destruc-
tion but will potentially be redeemed by left handed 
spirit, using the machine not as a weapon but as a 
vehicle for redemption, enlightenment and beauty.

There has to be a way to get from where we are to a 
brighter future without a detour through hell on Earth.

Was America called onto the world stage to devastate our 
Earth with the full force of her arsenal in a battle against 
evil? Or was she called onto the world stage to wake us 
from our nightmare to become the dream of World Spirit? 
The true genius of our nation is a legacy of peacefully unit-
ing diverse states and peoples together for a more perfect 
union. When American empire comes to an end, we will 
finally be able to carry out our true calling; empowering 
nations to become states of a global country at peace and 
prosperity, uniting humanity into a planetary civilization 
to realize Martin Luther King’s beautiful dream without a 
Third World War.

The highest potential of America and our species is pa-
tiently waiting for our full allegiance. We must choose 
good without the need for evil so liberty and justice may 
finally ring true for “all”.
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Why is this conception of good needing evil so prominent 
in religion? Perhaps the masses are pulled towards this 
cosmic battle for the same reason they are drawn to the 
dramatic and glorious stories in movies about the war 
between darkness and light.

Of the top 21 highest grossing world-wide movies of all 
time, each involves epic battles between good and evil.

If most of humanity is primarily attracted to stories fea-
turing this conflict, what does this create for ourselves 
in the world?

   
   Do our politicians share a taste for  
   drama?

What would the hero be without the villain? What would good 
be without evil?

...but the reality of war against evil in our world shows some-
thing less than glorious.

There must be a better choice available to us.

 
It must be possible to yet choose the path of wisdom hero 
and avoid the evil envisioned for our future to replace it 
with a much more desirable outcome. 

We must all come to see that scenarios in favorite mov-
ies of the mainstream, need not come to fruition in the 
real world. 

 

There must be a way to break history’s endless loop; to 
finally protect and cherish the voice for peace rather 
than see it silenced or assassinated as an obstacle to war. 
Only then can we work towards something much more 
favorable than worst case scenario thinking (good needs 
evil) so many humans subconsciously are addicted to 
creating and seeing unfold in the outside world rather 

“axis of evil”

Script 1 - Secular script based on Star Trek world view

600 million casualties - Earth isn’t destroyed but gets seriously messed up.

Script 2 - Theist script based on Biblical world-view

2 billion casualties - Earth must be destroyed before it can be saved.

New script bridging the divide

Few to no casualties. World War III averted through a dramatic turn in 
humanity’s course before we must witness the full scale horror of the 
evil we can unleash upon ourselves.

Padme is the lonely voice for 
peace in Star Wars, who 

becomes a casualty to 
opposing forces de-
termined to wage war.


